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Abstract

Dementia is a syndrome that generally affects people over 65 years of age. Sufferers

experiencing dementia lose several survival abilities, such as forgetting their family

members and becoming anxious or depressed, as well as losing motor functions.

Dementia can be regarded as an intractable disease because currently there is no

available treatment for it currently. While the population ages, the structure of

Auckland has changed in recent times with the proportion of the elderly becoming

significantly larger; concurrently, the number of people with dementia is growing

rapidly in Auckland, with the number expected to increase from 10,000 in 2008 to

double this by 2050. Fortunately, Auckland Council has identified this issue and

recognises the need to provide more infrastructure and services for all Aucklanders

including children, disabled people and the elderly. Meanwhile, various organisations

support sufferers and their families by different methods. Most research illustrates that

people with dementia at the early and mild stages benefit from outdoor activities, and

locking sufferers at home does not moderate their deterioration. After visiting public

parks in Auckland, I was found that most have not been designed to be

“dementia-friendly” and current facilities cannot satisfy the needs of sufferers.

This research project aims to design a suitable public space for people with dementia

who have essential survival abilities in order to improve their wellbeing, enjoyment

and inclusion. After collecting data about relevant cases and summarising research

methods, I have chosen the ground of Mairangi Arts Centre as my design site. This

site is suitable for this project as it is close to the town centre of Mairangi Bay with a

large flow of people and has a larger population of elderly people in comparison to

other suburbs.

The design project identifies a series of design principles about designing public

spaces for sufferers experiencing dementia. The result will improve the quality of life
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of senior citizens and promote the development of cities and society. People with

dementia will be provided with suitable outdoor spaces, and public infrastructure will

be improved to meet the needs of more communities. However, this project also has

limitations since some principles cannot be applied to all public spaces.
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Text

Chapter 1 Introduction of Dementia-Friendly Public Space

1.1 Introduction

Dementia, is a kind of multiple-domain cognitive impairment (MCI) (Mayo Clinic, n.d.),

a syndrome to describe a disease that results from the death of nerve cells in the

brain (Alzheimer’s Society, n.d.), which generally takes place in people over 65 years

old (Quinn, 2014). However, more young people are acquiring young-onset dementia

because of irregular lifestyles and living stress (World Health Organization, 2019).

Dementia is a complicated disease with different steps and can be difficult to be

diagnosed by doctors. Generally, dementia can be divided into seven stages.

Sufferers at stage 1 to stage 2 appear normally forgetful with ageing and have atypical

cognitive decline. During this period, doctors can have difficulty diagnosing whether

patients have dementia and there is no certain expected duration. At stage 3, between

2-7 years, the person has increased forgetfulness and trouble with handling work and

concentrating, as well as showing an obvious cognitive decline. At this stage, a

diagnosis of dementia can be considered by doctors. By stage 4, which can be named

as early-stage dementia, people may forget their loved ones and may not have

abilities to accurately address complex tasks, socialise, travel alone or manage

finances. These symptoms can be maintained over two years. Sufferers at the

middle-stage dementia, i.e. from stage 5 to stage 6, lose additional abilities. For

example, they need assistance to carry out activities such as dressing, bathing and

cooking. Meanwhile, they may not remember recent events but recall limited details of

their earlier lives. Additionally, individuals’ emotions such as anxiety, delusion and

agitation change are evident. People at stage 7 (late-stage dementia) have no

essential ability to communicate and have significantly impaired functional skills such

as mobility (Dementia Care Central, 2018).
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Figure 1.1: Stages of Dementia

According to the analysis of dementia above, it was found that people with dementia

face cognitive and psychological challenges. Sufferers at an early stage have poor

memory and impaired communication ability, as well as disorientation. But the disease

does not affect their normal life. Mid and serious patients possibly experience motor

function handicaps and have trouble addressing complex tasks. Additionally, they

could have a variety of mental disorders such as depression, anxiety, agitation and

paranoia (“Dementia,” n.d.).

Dementia is increasingly prevalent around the world. While the population age

structure around the world has changed in recent times with the proportion of the

elderly becoming significantly larger, the population of people with dementia is

increasing rapidly. According to the statistics of the World Health Organization (WHO)

in 2019, there are 50 million sufferers experiencing dementia, with the number being

projected to increase to 82 million after 10 years and projected to hit 152 million by

2050. Additionally, the cost of dementia is a significant part of social and medical costs,
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with the cost as a percentage of GDP varying from 0.2% in undeveloped countries to

1.4% in developed countries (World Health Organization, 2019). In total, this

deterioration not only affects people's health, but also causes economic losses.

As I mentioned before, there is no available treatment currently to cure dementia or to

change its progressive course (World Health Organization, 2019). However, a number

of useful treatments can be provided to improve the lives of sufferers and their

families and to moderate the deterioration of dementia. Apart from suggesting

healthier living habits, such as decreasing alcohol intake and eating more vegetables

( Bupa Care Services NZ, 2015), most specialists advise that outdoor exercise has a

positive impact on improving physical and mental health for people with dementia

(World Health Organization, 2019). Some countries such as Singapore, US and

Japan have identified this issue and have created a couple of dementia-friendly public

parks.

Auckland, the largest city with the largest urban area and population in New Zealand,

faces similar challenges as other cities. According to the news of NZ herald (2008),

almost 10,000 people were diagnosed with dementia in Auckland in 2008 and this

number is predicted to double after two decades with the rate being faster than the

rate of population growth. At present, several charities and organisations in Auckland

can provide help for sufferers and their families in many fields. For example, Dementia

Auckland, an organisation, provides free support services for people with dementia

and their families, such as organizing weekly socialization activities, advising by

phone, visiting sufferers’ homes, as well as training more carers ("Dementia

Auckland," 2019). However, limited services cannot keep up with the growth in

numbers. Sufferers need suitable outdoor environments, which Auckland has not

provided currently. Fortunately, Auckland Council has identified this issue and has

contributed to support sufferers and their families. In the published Auckland Plan

2050, Auckland Council plans to build multifunctional public places for specific

communities such as the disabled and the elderly (Auckland Council, 2018).
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This research project investigates how to design public spaces for people with

dementia that makes them feel free, confident and safe when they venture outside

while being able to mitigate the deterioration of the disease and control the speed of

the increase of the dementia population, as well as being educative for family

numbers of sufferers and other residents. To achieve this target and finish this project,

I need to understand this disease and what sufferers require. Then, relevant data will

be collected about designing public and private spaces for dementia sufferers to

summarise principles and methods for creating public parks that are suitable for

people with dementia in Auckland. Finally, I will create a dementia-friendly public

place in Auckland by applying these principles.

1.2 Research Question

How can public spaces be designed to be friendly for relatively high functioning

dementia sufferers?

1.3 Aim and Objectives

Aim

 to design a dementia-friendly public space that is informed by research and design

Objectives

 To design a dementia-friendly public space that is informed by research and design

 To design a public space for enjoyment that focuses on the wellbeing of dementia

sufferers, as well as being inclusive of others



1.4 Research Rationale

There are reasons for the importance of dementia-friendly public spaces for sufferers
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experiencing dementia.

Firstly, outdoor activities and natural landscapes are helpful to moderate the

deterioration of dementia and improve the wellbeing of people. Sufferers are eager for

the blue sky and sunshine outside. A study of how older people with and without

dementia experience outdoor spaces found that those with dementia expressed a

more significant preference than those without for vibrant public spaces with plenty of

activities such as parks with tennis courts (Mitchell, Burton, & Raman, 2004). Physical

activities and green areas can lessen the effects of these diseases. People

experiencing dementia can become stressed, depressed, or can lose interest in life

(Mayo Clinic, n.d.). If sufferers stay at home all the time, they will feel lonely, which

possibly leads to disease deterioration and other issues, such as poor nutrition and

insomnia (Larmer et al., 2018). But regular exercise can improve the immune system

and regulate the nervous system, as well as lowering blood pressure(Qiao, Ma, Zhou,

& Chen, 2018). Dementia sufferers also can recapture engagement and enjoyment

from interesting outside activities. Plants with medicinal functions can release

substances, such as antimicrobial and antiviral volatiles, which can help prevent

diseases in humans, with those substances entering human skin and organs (Qiao et

al., 2018). Enough sunlight can improve the Vitamin D levels which can fight

depression. Additionally, there is evidence that people with dementia highly value

public spaces. These facts prove that public spaces have a positive impact on treating

dementia.

Additionally, designing dementia-friendly public spaces is increasingly common

around the world. Due to improvements in life expectancy and longevity, population

ageing has become an inevitable issue around the world. As dementia is predicted to

increase in many countries, urban planners have started to respond to this issue. For

example, Scotland claims to have created the first dementia-friendly public park at

Kings Park, Stirling, which opened in 2015 (Life Centre Equalities, n.d.). Meanwhile,

the UK government has recently funded the design of several dementia-friendly
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gardens in public spaces. In England, the first public garden available for dementia

has been built in Springhead Park ( The Scotsman, 2018). In 2017, a “circle garden”,

a new dementia-friendly garden, was built at Homestead Park. Landscape designer

Campbell Robb said that the reason for designing this type of garden is to encourage

sufferers to enjoy doing a variety of activities (“Dementia-friendly ‘Circle Garden’

opens in Homestead Park,” 2017). Auckland as the biggest city in New Zealand needs

to develop urban public spaces for people with dementia is in Auckland.

The idea of designing public spaces for dementia sufferers is supported by Auckland

Council. According to the Auckland Plan 2050, the proportion in older age groups will

increase by 2043 while there is a decrease in the proportion in younger age groups

(Auckland Council, 2018). According to this statistic, we can identify that the ageing

population will increase because of population growth and demographic change. As

dementia has a strong relationship with an ageing population, the population with

dementia is expected to increase (Kellett, 2017). Currently, Auckland Council has

identified this issue and recognised the need to provide more infrastructures and

services for the elderly (Auckland Council, 2018) to enables them to fully participate.

Designing dementia-friendly public spaces is a necessary part of urban construction

of Auckland in order to help people who are old or have dementia to live a comfortable

life.
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Figure 1.2: Age-Sex Composition of Auckland Population, 2013 and 2043 (Auckland

Council, 2018)

1.5 Summary

This chapter describes the definition of dementia and the population of sufferers

experiencing dementia around the world, in New Zealand and in Auckland. It mentions

the positive effects of public spaces for people with dementia and what Auckland has

done to support people with dementia. Although Auckland has done a lot of work on it,

it has ignored the positive influence of public places which a number of countries have

identified it. In the next chapter, the research will list theories, design approaches and

cases regarding designing for dementia. Additionally, Chapter 3 will illustrate the

methods and methodology; Chapter 4 will introduce site analysis; Chapter 5 will show

the design work. Chapter 6 will show the conclusion and reflection.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

This chapter introduces relevant theories, approaches and cases that support

designing a dementia-friendly outdoor environment. Theories support that sufferers

experiencing dementia are regarded as a group with lower abilities, and “a normal

environment”, which can be identified as an environment suitable for healthy people,

may become a barrier for them. Therefore, a living environment needs to provide

available infrastructure and social services through considering the characteristics

and needs of this group. The green space has a positive impact on relieving

psychological diseases. Approaches describe how to design spaces for specific

communities. A series of principles is summarised from cases and guidebooks, and

these principles will be applied into the design.

2.2 Theories

2.2.1 Environmental Press Theory

Dr M. Powell Lawton presented a gerontological theory named “Environment Press

Theory” to explain the relationship between individual variables (personal

competencies) and environmental variables (environmental press) (Lichtenberg et al.,

2000). This is the model of this theory below. Competency means personal ability,

such as physical and mental health, ego-strength (“Environmental Press Theory,”

2013). The range is from low to high. The environmental press can be defined as a

field of environment that a person can adapt to. Different people have different levels

of competencies to adapt to the environment. Individuals with higher competency

have a wider range of environmental press, which means that they will have a higher

ability to adjust to a variable environment than people with lower competencies

(Chaudhury & Cooke, 2014). Children, the elderly, the disabled or people with health

problems such as dementia, have lower competencies to adapt to the environment. It

means that they are more sensitive to the environment and have difficulties mastering
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a new environment as quickly as adults. Thus, in order to protect these people with

lower competencies, the physical environment needs to be changed to be welcoming

for them to improve their abilities.

Figure 2.1: Environmental Press Theory (as cited in Russell, 2016)

2.2.2 Activity Theory

Activity theory is a branch of social gerontology. It states that social activity is the

essence of life for all people of all ages (Hillier, n.d.). People who can maintain socially

active, such as regularly participating in social activities, will be more likely to have

positive social integration and a high degree of life satisfaction. Generally, older

people are usually regarded as “roleless role” (Hillier, n.d.), which means that the

elderly do not have the same contribution to society as adults. Thus, they are

excluded from social activities and enjoy a lower degree of life satisfaction and

self-esteem. Activity theory emphasises that it is unnecessary to require elders to do

the same activities as people in middle age; society needs to support and encourage

the elderly or the disabled to do what they can do in order to achieve higher degrees

of happiness, for example, obvious signage for people with bad eyesight or wide

pathways for wheelchair users.
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2.2.3 Progressively Lowered Stress Threshold (PLST)

Progressively Lowered Stress Threshold (PLST) is a specific frame for people with

dementia, which was developed by Hall and Buckwalter ( Richards & Beck, 2004).

According to PLST, people with dementia have difficulties receiving and addressing to

the environmental stimuli. Increased stress inducers such as noise, impatient

caregivers or an unfamiliar environment (Warchol, n.d.), are likely to cause

dysfunctional behaviour and anxious behaviour ( Richards & Beck, 2004). Therefore,

it is necessary to reduce environmental stimuli that may result in the deterioration of

the disease while supplying positive stimulation (Chaudhury & Cooke, 2014). For

example, fragrant plants can stimulate the brain to relax, which is helpful for improving

wellbeing.

2.2.4 A Research by Roger Ulrich

“View through a Window may Influence Recovery from Surgery” is a theory launched

by environmental psychologist Roger Ulrich. In the late 1970s, Roger Ulrich started to

research how to create positive effects on emotion and psychology for people

experiencing emotional and psychological issues by designing the environment. He

published an article, “View through a window may influence recovery from Surgery”, in

Science in 1984, which illustrated the relationship between nature and healthcare. By

comparing the recovery records from patients who had a window view of trees and

those who had a view of a brick wall, he found that patients with a natural view

recovered more quickly than the other group. These patients experienced less pain

and postsurgical complications. After this, more and more medical and social

researchers explored this field and launched similar theories and Ulrich’s study was

cited in thousands of publications. From his research, it is obvious that being close to

nature has a positive influence on recovery from physical and psychological diseases

(Marcus & Sachs, 2014).
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2.2.5 Summary

These theories support that the needs of people with lower abilities should be

deliberated on by society, and society has a responsibility to protect the rights of

disadvantaged groups and improve their wellbeing and social status.

2.3 Design Approaches

2.3.1 Evidence-based Design

Evidence-based Design (EBD) is a typical approach to design the therapeutic

environment, popularised by Roger Ulrich’s study. Healthcare architect and

researcher Kirk Hamilton defined Evidence-based Design as a process that not only

utilises published work but uses current evidence from research and practice in

making critical decisions. It emphasizes that any design decisions need to be based

on the current situation, such as location, history, the culture of the design site and

stakeholders, and their needs. This design approach is suitable for projects which

target to design for specific communities. Sufferers with dementia are a special group

who need more specific facilities than healthy people. Therefore, designers need to

study this disease before moving to the design phase, considering what dementia is

and what characteristics sufferers have before doing the design (Marcus & Sachs,

2014).

2.3.2 Universal Design

Universal Design, also named inclusive design, no-barrier design or accessible

design, is an approach emphasising that designers need to consider people at

different age and abilities. Humans experience different stages in the whole life circle

including infancy, childhood, adolescence, adulthood and gerontism. People would

feel uncomfortable if the urban environment could not provide corresponding services

to satisfy the population’s range of needs. Universal Design aims to design a safe,

accessible and convenient environment for all people (Auckland Design Manual, n.d.).

The content of a universal design is listed below (Black, 2016).
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Equitable use: The design should be accessible for people with different abilities such

as children, the disability, the elderly and pregnant women;

Flexibility in use: The design should provide multi-functional infrastructure to serve a

wide range of individual preferences;

Simple and Intuitive: The design should be easy to be understood by people with

different educational levels, experience and language. For example, the signage on

the door of the toilet usually is translated into various languages;

Perceptible information: Information should be disseminated by a variety of

approaches such as newspaper and smartphones. Thus all people can gain

information;

Tolerance for error: The design decreases the negative impacts on people with lower

abilities and tries to create a safe and convenient living environment for them;

Low physical effort: The design should provide accessible services with no matter

what level of competencies people have;

Size and space for approach and use: The size of spaces is appropriate for various

activities. Two spaces can be connected effectively.

2.3.3 Summary

These two design methods both identify that it is important to consider the needs of all

stakeholders when designing for specific communities.

2.4 Cases studies

In order to research how to design suitable public spaces for people experiencing

dementia, I have collected related cases in terms of symptoms and needs for this

community. According to these, I gathered designs about dementia-friendly gardens in

care villages, public therapeutic gardens and gardens in hospitals, as well as inclusive

parks.
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2.4.1 Design Cases

Sophia Louise Dubridge Wege Living Garden, an extraordinary garden for

Alzheimer’s, is the first of its style in Michigan which was built at the Family Life

Center in 1999, financed by a successful campaign (Marcus, 2005). People coming

here are not only individuals with mental health problems, but also professionals and

heads of companies.

Figure 2.2: the Plan of Sophia Louise Dubridge Wege Living Garden (Marcus, 2005)

Figure 2.3: Alzheimer’s Garden Gazebo, Beaches and Paths (Marcus, 2005)

The designer, Tyson emphasised 5 elements for creating therapeutic design including

paths, places, landmarks, nodes and edges (Marcus, 2005).
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Path: a circular path provides a walking route, providing the direction for people with

dementia who are usually disoriented.

Places: such as the working garden and visual garden, offer gathering spaces and

relaxing area for people to do physical activities and relax.

Landmarks: provide the accurate direction, such as grotto and bird feeders.

Nodes: Teahouse and garden house can be regarded as nodes to socialise.

Edges: provide a sense of enclosure, which makes visitors feel safe. Walls, fences

and natural plants can deal with this problem.

Whare Aroha Care is the most famous care village where is specifically for people

with dementia in New Zealand. It is in Rotorua, near Lake Rotorua. This care village

was built in September, 2017 and designed to allow people to live in households and

live as a normal life as possible (“Whare Aroha CARE Dementia Village: A unique way

of approaching dementia care,” n.d.).

The reason why Whare Aroha Care is famous around the world is that it has a strong

connection with natural landscape. It is near Lake Rotorua, and sufferers with

dementia are able to enjoy an attractive landscape while living a normal life.

Figure 2.4: Whare Aroha Care (“Whare Aroha CARE Dementia Village: A unique way

of approaching dementia care,” n.d.)

Portland Memory Garden was opened in 2002, designed by many teams. This garden

is created for Alzheimer’s sufferers in order to strengthen their psychological and

physical health. These are special features of this garden (Cassidy, 2013).
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Fence: creates a safe atmosphere;

Paths: Tinted concrete sidewalks can reduce the glare from the sun because most

sufferers have poor eyesight. The pathway is wide enough to allow those wheelchair

users to pass. The circular pathway directs sufferers because they often lost their

direction;

Relaxing area: Ample seating and benches offer resting places and a picnic table in a

shady arbour for those using wheelchairs;

Plants: The designers choose various plants which can evoke a landscape in four

seasons. The raised bed is accessible to view by those using wheelchairs. Some

plants attract beneficial insects and no pesticides are used, which keeps users safe in

the garden;

Transport: Ample parking space is in front of the entrance, which is easy to identify.

Oizumi Ryokuchi Park is an inclusive park in Japan. There are about 200 species and

3200 trees with them creating a seasonal landscape. The park contains a number of

playgrounds and recreational facilities, such as a pyramid jungle amusement centre

for children, and outdoor fireplaces for BBQ use. Oizumi Ryokuchi Park also can be

defined as a no-barrier public park as it is available for wheelchair users. Additionally,

visitors can enjoy five senses here (Oizumi Ryokuchi Park, n.d.). There is the

description of how Oizumi Ryokuchi Park stimulates senses.

Garden of the Sound: Buried earthenware jar creates sound when water drips into it.

People can hear the sound of shaking leaves when the wind goes through the forest.

Garden of the Scent (Smell): Visitors can smell botanical fragrance.

Garden of the Kitchen (Taste): A western garden named "Fureainoniwa" planted with

herbs and vegetables.

Garden of the Touch: People can touch river, grass, flowers here.
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Garden of the Color (Sight): There are a variety of plants and various flowers

blooming in four seasons.

Figure 2.5: Oizumi Ryokuchi Park (Oizumi Ryokuchi Park, n.d.)

Singapore Poa Payoh Sensory Garden was built in 2009, catering for all age groups

from the very young to the very old. This neighbourhood park’s target is to encourage

the elderly to explore five senses in order to improve mental health (“Toa Payoh

Sensory Park: For Our Senses,” 2015). Visitors here could enjoy colourful plants,

which stimulates sight. The public also can touch different textures of flowers and

fruits for a different tactile impression. In addition, there are a series of facilities such

as fountains, metal design features, which can create sound by crashing. There are

various fruit trees and fragrant plants (“自然疗愈：专为老人营造的“康疗花园”,” 2008)

and creative designs such as parabolic dishes and mirrors. Additionally, this garden

has an educational function. For example, visitors could attempt to learn the alphabet

in sign language near the entrance and the history of Poa Payoh from a sculpture.

Meanwhile, visitors can enjoy interacting with wildlife, such as butterflies (“Toa Payoh

Sensory Park: For Our Senses,” 2015).
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Figure 2.6: Singapore Poa Payoh Sensory Garden (“Toa Payoh Sensory Park: For

Our Senses,” 2015)

Shiru-Ku Road Pocket Park is located in Japan. It aims to stimulate five senses by

ingenious design and interesting design features. To stimulate hearing, here is a

facility looks like a big ear, named climbing ear, extending up to the sky to collect the

sound of shaking leaves, wind and the sound of birds. Another kind of apparatus

called a scent device enables visitors to enjoy a variety of scents. A stone wall has

prints of heads and hands, and visitors can touch the stone and bury the head in the

stone. Additionally, this garden has a foot channel stone which educates people the

about relationship between body and feet. People can learn how to develop health by

massage (Paloma, 2013).
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Figure 2.7: Shiru-Ku Road Pocket Park (Paloma, 2013)

Banfield Pavilion Roof Top Pation Garden belongs to a public therapeutic garden in a

hospital where is located in Vancouver, British Columbia. A variety of layered plantings

grow in boxes and containers, creating a lush oasis garden. Patients here can enjoy

gardening and close contact with nature (Marcus & Sachs, 2014). Plants can release

beneficial substances and can help people to relax and destress. Gardening is an

approach of horticultural therapy which enable improve mental health and relieve

anxiety for patients in the hospital.
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Figure 2.8: Banfield Pavilion Roof Top Pation Garden and Central Park (Marcus &

Sachs, 2014)

Figure 2.9: a Patient Do Gardening (Marcus & Sachs, 2014)

Central Park Seniors Exercise Park is in Wyndham, Australia. It is especially designed

for the elderly. There is a range of outdoor exercise equipment which can help seniors

to improve balance, strength, functional movement and joint range for motion and

mobility. It is a wonderful public place for seniors to socialize and meet new friends
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(Wyndhamcity, n.d.).

Figure 2.10: Plan for Central Park (Lark, n.d.)

Figure 2.11: Exercise Facilities in Central Park (Lark, n.d.)

The John G and Phyllis W. Smale Riverfront Park, built in 1997, is an inclusive park

along the banks of the Ohio River, Cincinnati (Cincinnati Parks Foundation, n.d.). The

riverfront park is framed by the city landmarks and it completes a necklace of the open

spaces on the Ohio River. It connects the heart of downtown Cincinnati to the river.

The most attractive characteristic of this park is that it is designed in terms of its
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contours. The Heekin Family /PNC Grow Up Great Adventure Playground includes

innovative recreational facilities. Some of them are built on the slope. Play elements

such as the slide and climbing walls, which are designed in a reasonable risk level,

can improve their physical health (Cincinnati Park Board, 2010). Additionally, visitors

can enjoy a wonderful river view if they sit in the Rosenberg Swings where is in front

of the Ohio River. P&G go Vibrantscape has a series of exercise infrastructure for all

age groups - a giant foot piano, channels and water pumps (Cincinnati Parks

Foundation, n.d.).

Figure 2.12: the Plan (Cincinnati Parks Foundation, n.d.)
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Figure 2.13: Pictures of Various Facilities (Cincinnati Park Board, 2010)

The Dyslexia Discovery Centre garden in Christchurch, New Zealand, is a charming

courtyard garden in front of the Dyslexia Association offices on Worcester Boulevard

(Shaw, 2013). It includes sculptures by Weta Workshop, designed to educate the

public about the realities of living with dyslexia. Sculptures looking like letters and

words are different to identify, which educates the public what words look like for

people with dyslexia, in order to make visitors understand the feelings of sufferers

(Aquilina, 2016).

Figure 2.14: The Dyslexia Discovery Centre garden in Christchurch (Aquilina, 2016)

2.4.2 Relevant Principles

There are a couple of researches and standards about what the dementia-friendly

outdoor environment is.
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Researchers Burton, Mitchell and Shibu illustrated that a dementia-friendly outdoor

environment needs to appear these characteristics below (FLDACS) (Burton et al.,

2004).

Familiar: the outdoor environment can provide multi-functional spaces. Architectural

features are familiar for them and design elements can be reminiscent;

Legible: The signs in outdoor spaces are obvious and guide people to find their

orientation. Street can be distributed based on different functions;

Distinctive: public spaces and design features are various. For example, there are

different types of welcoming open spaces with playgrounds, squares and parks.

Additionally, there is a variety of aesthetic features, such as sculptures and chairs;

Accessible: footpaths are wide and flat and the environment should be no-barrier. In

addition, services and infrastructures are within 5-10 minutes walking distance;

Comfortable: The outdoor environment is welcoming and no-barrier. Facilities can

satisfy the needs of visitors;

Safe: The outdoor environment should make sure that people are safe here. For

people with dementia, boundaries such as trees and fences, can create a safe

atmosphere.

Additionally, the organisation named Alzheimer's WA has emphasised a series of

design principles about what designers should concentrate on when creating a

dementia-friendly outdoor environment (Alzheimer's WA, n.d.).

Provide opportunity to interact with birds and wildlife;

Ensure that there are shaded areas to relax, such as gazebos, and open areas to

socialise;

Avoid colour and pattern being prominent, utilising color wheel to choose contrast

color, such as warm and cold colour;

Consider choosing poured concrete.

Australia organization, Alzheimer's Australia SA, summarised what designers should
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concentrate on when designing outdoor environments for people with dementia. It

particularises eight key design principles as below (Alzheimer's Australia SA, n.d.).

Sustainability: ensure to choose predominantly low-maintenance plants and facilities;

Orientation: as people with dementia are usually disorientated, signage and design

features can be designed as visual cues to help sufferers identify the direction, such

as obvious entry, a looped path, sculptures;

Figure 2.15: Design Features for Guiding People to Find Direction (Alzheimer's

Australia SA, n.d.)

Accessibility: Ensure paths are wide enough and choose garden furniture with

armrests that make visitors comfortable and accessible;

Socialisation: An approach to enhance the quality of life for people with dementia is to

create opportunities to interact with wildlife and with friends, families and children.

Thus, a dementia-friendly garden should include elements that encourage people to

socialise, such as bird feeders and raised garden beds;

Meaningful activities: People with dementia are still dynamic and curious with new

stuffs. Meaningful activities can make their brains more active and improve their

physical health;

Reminiscence: People with dementia have a lower speed to accept creative design.

Thus they can nervous if they are surrounded by an extremely strange environment.

By incorporating reminiscence elements, sufferers experiencing dementia can feel

that they are able to engage with the world around them;
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Sensory stimulation: Sensory stimulation is important to develop the emotional

wellbeing. Plants play a necessary role in stimulating five senses. Thus, plant choice

is a crucial part in designing a dementia-friendly environment;

Safety: Enable all plants are non-toxic and garden has a 1.8m fence.

In addition, there are materials that are suitable for the disabled and wheelchair users:

in-situ concrete, asphalt and tarmac, hoggin, self-binding gravel, brick pavers, wood,

expoxy-bonded resin aggregate. The width of 2m of path is wide enough for two

wheelchair users; 1.5m can contain one wheelchair user and one pedestrian; 1.0m is

enough for one wheelchair user (Sensory Trust, n.d.). In terms of the ground design,

complex patterns, such as latticework can cause problems for patients. Designers

should choose simple, recognisable patterns (Best Alzheimer’s Products, n.d.).

2.4.3 Summary

I have classified the data of case studies in the graph below. The cases are divided

into five types: dementia-friendly public spaces, therapeutic landscapes, inclusive

parks, designs for specific groups, and relevant design principles.

Dementia-friendly public spaces should contain suitable paths, a boundary to ensure

the safety of places, clear signage and various spaces, such as positive and quiet

spaces, and car park. From Therapeutic landscape, I learnt that plants and exercise

facilities can improve the wellbeing of sufferers. Design features to attract animals can

also improve their psychological health. Interesting design elements can improve

enjoyment. Inclusive parks emphasise that public places should serve all age groups

and provide various facilities to interact with their friends and family. Besides, to

strengthen the safety and distinction of places, relevant principles also emphasise to

designing interesting activities as sufferers are curious about new things.
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Figure 2.16: Graph of the Design Principles from Data

2.5 Summary

This chapter illustrates relevant theories, approaches and cases. I summarise a

series of design principles which will be applied into my design.

Essential design elements

Path Choose a simple pathway which make it easy for people to identify

direction, such as a loop or straight way;

The path should be wide and flat (1.5m-2m);

Signage Compared with gardens for specific communities, such as children and

normal seniors, dementia-friendly public spaces need signage to guide their

direction;

Color Contrast colours can help sufferers identify different items;

Comfortable for visitors’ eyes (white, silver, yellow, orange, red);
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Plants Various plants can create seasonal scenery;

Sensory Plants can stimulate sight, taste and smell;

Stimulating five senses is a common and effective approach to improve

mental health;

As well as stimulating five senses by various plants, design feature can help

to expand these effects;

Design

features

Natural fence can create a safe atmosphere;

All of the design features should be old-fashioned which can help people

reminisce about what they did in their childhood;

The design should contain quiet and interactive fields;

The design could provide opportunities for sufferers to interact with

children, such as facilities for children;

Material In-situ concrete, asphalt and tarmac, hoggin, self-binding gravel, brick

pavers, wood, epoxy-bonded resin aggregate are suitable for wheelchair

users;

Ground design is important because the elderly prefer to look down when

walking.

Non-essential but nice

Design features can have educational function;

The design can connect with other landmarks;

The design can teach sufferers new knowledge and provide facilities to do

activities they like.

Graph 2.1: Design Principles
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Chapter 3 Research Methodology and Methods

3.1 Introduction

This chapter introduces the methodology and methods applied in this design project.

The methodology, named Research by Design (RbD), illustrates the thinking process

for a research project. After learning two research methods, participatory design

method (PD) and qualitative research method, I understand how to collect information

and design for a specific community.

3.2 Methodology

The methodology applied to this project is Research by Design, which can be defined

as a type of academic investigation to carry out a design by exploring different

materials and developing a project (Roggema, 2016). It includes three parts.

Figure 3.1: Combined Approaches of Research by Design (Roggema, 2016)
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At the first stage of research, named pre-design phase, a researcher should

deliberate what the research question is and whether it is valuable to do this task

while starting to analyse and investigate the task, as well as predicting the potential

challenges for research and design (Roggema, 2016).

Design phase forms the heart of the research including critical assessment,

comparability and evaluation (Roggema, 2016). In design phase, research is bought

into the design process, which consists of critical assessment, comparability and

evaluation. Here designers solve the question they identified at pre-design phase

through collecting and summarising data, choosing and analysing a site.

At the ultimate stage, Post Design Phase, the results are the combination of the work

and are cohenrently exhibited, to show what the design will look like in the future

(Roggema, 2016).

3.3 Methods

There are two research methods about designing for dementia including participatory

design (PD) and qualitative research method.

Participatory Design research or Co-operative Design (Co-design) research can be

regarded as a set of methods that emphasises enhancing the participation of all

stakeholders such as designers and users, with different age groups or professions,

into the design process (Hendriks, Truyen & Duval, 2013). This research method has

four steps. Firstly, designers should select users, then create a goal. To achieve the

goal, designers collect material and summarize all the information (Slideshare, 2014).

Ultimately, designers would bring useful knowledge into the problem-solving process.

Participatory design research is an available research method for specific groups.
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Qualitative research method deriving from empirical research is a scientific research

method to collect data, and consists of participant observation, in-depth interviews

and focus groups (Mack et al., n.d.). Empirical research can be defined as research

through utilising empirical evidence, which is an approach to gather information by

observation or experience (Emerald Publishing, n.d.). For projects researching for

specific communities, designers can understand what they need by learning about

their symptoms and observing.

Through the study of two methods, I have finished the method of designing for

dementia. This method contains five levels. Firstly, I need to select my research

community and learn their characteristics. For my project, my research community is

highly functioning people with dementia. This disease has seven stages and people at

the different stages have different expressions. I decided to design a

dementia-friendly public space to improve sufferers’ inclusion, enjoyment and

wellbeing. To achieve my target, I need to collect relevant cases and read guidebooks

for designing for dementia in other countries. After that, I need to align a series of

design principles through summarising the data I find. Finally, I apply these principles

into my design.

Figure 3.2: the Flow Diagram of My Research Method
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3.4 Summary

This chapter introduces the methodology and the research methods. Through

studying the research methods, I identify the research process and understand how to

do a research project for specific communities. In the next chapter, I will analyse the

chosen site.
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Chapter 4 Site Analysis

4.1 Introduction

This chapter illustrates the site and the reasons of choosing it, as well as a series of

relevant analyses. The site is the grounds of Mairangi Arts Centre including the slope

in front of the tennis club, car park in front of the building, and the garden behind the

art centre. I analyse the site’s history, surroundings, plants, contours, sun path and

wind direction, then evaluate it according to the standard of the dementia-friendly

public environment.

4.2 Rationale of site selection

According to the data I collected, it is obvious that dementia can be defined as a kind

of gerontological disease, which has strong relationship with age. Therefore, the

design site of a project designed for people with dementia should be located where

there is a higher proportion of the elderly.

According to the infographic from the Auckland Age-Friendly project (Auckland

Council, n.d.) by Auckland Council, which illustrates the population of the elderly in

different local boards in Auckland, I find that Hibiscus and Bays Local Board has the

highest population of people over 65 - 17% of the whole population in Hibiscus and

Bays Local Board. Meanwhile, the percentage is expected to increase to 25% in 30

years (Auckland Council, n.d.). Hibiscus and Bay Local Board had identified this issue,

and already submitted a plan which emphasises building a suitable environment for all

age groups, so the community can enjoy access to quality parks, reserves and

facilities for recreation (Hibiscus and Bays Local Board Plan, 2017).
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Figure 4.1: a Chart for the Number of People over 65 in all Auckland Local Board

Additionally, according to the statistics of Stats NZ in 2013 for Hibiscus and Bay Local

Board about the elderly population, Mairangi Bay is one of the places with a higher

proportion of the elderly (Stats NZ, 2013).

Name Total People Population of the elderly Percentage of the elderly

Campbells Bay 2418 394 16.3%

Mairangi Bay 5346 807 15.1%

Brown Bay 4239 708 16.7%

Long Bay 805 98 12.2%

Okura

Gulf Harbour 2553 408 16%

Army Bay 3972 659 16.6%

Stanmore Bay 2550 273 10.7%

Stillwater 870 66 7.6%

Whangaparaoa

Red Beach 3822 791 20.7%

Silverdale 1830 170 9.3%
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Millwater 1104 117 10.6%

Orewa 8523 3392 39.8%

Hatfields Beach 1380 158 11.5%

Graph 4.1: the Number of the Elderly in Different Areas in Hibiscus and Bays Local

Board

The project serves people with dementia, thus the site should be close to a residential

area or an area where people would like to visit. I am extremely fortunate to be invited

by Judy Blakey, the chairperson of Mairangi Arts Centre Board of Trustees and one of

participants on the Seniors Advisory Panel. She introduced me to the environment of

Mairangi Bay town centre and indicated that Mairangi Arts Centre is interested in

building a dementia-friendly outdoor environment as there are a number of senior

students. Moreover, Mairangi Arts Centre is surrounded by houses and close to

Mairangi Bay Park and various clubs where citizens engage in. It is a wonderful public

place where people gather for recreation and leisure.

Figure 4.2: the Thinking Process for Site Selection

Finally, I choose the outdoor field around Mairangi Arts Centre as my design site.
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4.3 Site Analysis

4.3.1 Introduction to Mairangi Bay

Mairangi Bay is one of the main cities belonging to Hibiscus and Bay Local Board,

located on the north shore of Auckland, adjoining Murrays Bay and Campbells Bay.

Figure 4.3: Location of Mairangi Bay

Centuries ago Maori occupied Auckland’s north shore. The coastal environment

provided an abundance of food and it was possible to develop transportation due to

the coastal location. The Maori who first arrived at the strip of land between

Campbells Bay (south of Mairangi Bay) and Murrays Bays (to the north) named the

area “Waipapa Bay”, meaning “water over wood” because of the quantities of logs

here (Mairangi Bay Surf Lifesaving Club, n.d.).

In the 1880s the first European settler, Mr. Joseph Murray, arrived in Mairangi Bay and

purchased land from Maori for pastoral farming. At that time, gum, the most common
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vegetation, became the most popular commodity and developed the financial

improvement in this land. Additionally, Mr. Murray planted corn and wheat and built a

windmill on Scarboro Terrace which was used as a landmark for ships. During this

period, Mairangi Bay was named Little Murrays as Murrays Bay was regarded as Big

Murrays (Mairangi Bay Surf Lifesaving Club, n.d.).

By 1900, the East Coast Bays area became attractive for holiday homes due to its

coastal location. The land had been subdivided due to the sale of Murray’s farm in

1912. After Mr. Murray left this area, a solicitor submitted an application to rename

Little Murrays Awatea Bay (Mairangi Bay Village, n.d.). However, because a beach in

the South Island had this name, Mairangi Bay became the final name of this suburb.

“Mairangi” has a variety of translations, such as “from the heavens”, “song from

heaven”, “hidden (or sheltered) arm” and “welcome sun” (Mairangi Bay Surf

Lifesaving Club, n.d.). No matter how it is translated, there is no doubt that New

Zealanders regard Mairangi Bay as heaven due to its attractive natural landscape.

There were a few permanent residents as holiday resorts before 1925. During World

War II the east coast bays played an important role in protecting Auckland. Machine

gun emplacements were situated along the coast and one of them was located on

Mariangi Bay Beach Reserve. After the war more citizens moved here and access to

Auckland’s East Coast Bays was easier due to the completion of the Auckland

Harbour Bridge in 1959. Mairangi Bay became popular for more permanent residents

(Mairangi Bay Surf Lifesaving Club, n.d.).
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Figure 4.4: the Developing Process of Mairangi Bay

Nowadays Mairangi Bay is one of the important town centres in Hibiscus and Bay

Local Board. There are 5346 people from Europe, Maori, Asia and other places living

in Mairangi Bay (Stats NZ, 2013).

Figure 4.5: the Number of Ethnic Communities in Mairangi Bay (Stats NZ, 2013)

To sum up, Mairangi Bay has an abundance of natural resources and attractive

natural scenery. From the translation of its Maori name we can identify that it was

described as an ideal place for living.
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4.3.2 Introduction of the Site

The design site in the grounds of Mairangi Arts Centre includes car park, garden, the

slope in front of the tennis club and pathways surrounding Mairangi Bay Park

Figure 4.6: Current Plan for the Site

Mairangi Arts Centre was opened in 1991, and concentrates on educating in the arts

by providing opportunities to participate in arts activities of (Mairangi Arts Centre, n.d.).

Comparing with other art centres, such as Te Oro, the art centre in Glen Innes focuses

on educating for teenagers (Te Oro, n.d.). Mairangi Arts Centre encourages people of

all age groups with classes for junior students and senior students.
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Figure 4.7: Pictures of the Mairangi Arts Centre

The flat block field in front of Mairangi Arts Centre is the car park with 25 car parking

bays. It is frequently used.

Figure 4.8: Pictures for the Car Park of the Site
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There is an obsolete garden behind the building. Currently managers at Mairangi Arts

Centre usually organise junior students to do gardening and design the garden. For

example, the path made by cloth is an idea from children. The garden also has a

shelter made by wood and managers plan to split it.

Figure 4.9: Pictures of the Garden of the Site

The slope is a green space (35.00m x 18.50m) with high ramp adjoining to the tennis

club. There are no facilities.
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Figure 4.10: Pictures of the Slope of the Site

There are two pathways. One is between tennis club and Mairangi Bay Park at 1.4m,

another is in Mairangi Bay Park, connecting Mairangi Arts Centre with the car park in

front of the Volleyball Centre.
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Figure 4.11: Pictures of pathways

4.3.3 Relevant Analysis

To learn about the situation of the site, I have analysed the design site from

surroundings, facilities, topography, plants, wind and sun direction, as well as

evaluation of the site.

According to the investigation of the surroundings of the site, I find that the site is

located in activity zone of Mairangi Bay with the design site adjoining to the downtown

and being surrounded by residential buildings. The town of Mairangi Bay is next to the
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beach including restaurants, Z-Mairangi Bay-Service station, children playground and

Countdown supermarket. In the west of the town centre, there are a variety of facilities

containing a tennis club, Norfolk Apartment for the elderly, Mairangi Bay Park,

volleyball Club, Bowling club and Christie Park. The distance analysis of the site

shows it is close to town centre and other places. For example, it is 544m away from

beach and it is convenient to go the town centre as it is 196m and 140m separately

from the site to Norfolk Apartment and Countdown. Additionally, the site adjoins to the

tennis club and Mairangi Bay Park and is 130m away from Christie Park.

To sum up, as the site is close to a many facilities and is surrounded by houses, it can

be defined as a convenient “passageway” for people living around here who want to

go other facilities.

Figure 4.12: Space Distribution of Mairangi Bay
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Figure 4.13: Surrounding Analysis of the Site

Figure 4.14: the Distance to Other Facilities
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This is the transport surrounding the site. We can see that the facilities of this area are

connected by collector roads including Beach Rd, Hastings Rd and Maxwelton Drive,

and local roads including Sidmouth Street and Montrose Terrace. Hastings Rd passes

the entrance of Mairangi Arts Centre.

Figure 4.15: Transport Analysis of the Site

The site is connected with other facilities by pathways. Below is the access analysis

for the pathways to different facilities.

 Hastings Rd passes the entrance of the site;

 A little path stepped out by people;

 Stairs up to the garden;

 Steps down to the tennis club;

 A path between two buildings goes up to the garden;

 Steps down to Mairangi Bay Park

 A path 1.5m to volleyball centre surrounding Mairangi Bay Park.
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Figure 4.16: the Access to the Site

Here is the contour of the site. The garden behind the building has a steep slope from

15.25m to 23.00m. Comparing with the garden, the car park is flat. The slope can be

regarded as a cliff with the contour from 14.50m to 8.50m. Two paths (about 1.4m)

surrounding Mairangi Bay Park are flat.

Figure 4.17: Contour of the Site

Due to the influence of the temperate marine climate, the site is affected by the
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westerly wind. Here are pictures of the sun path during the year and in a day. The sun

shines on the majority of the site over the year. Meanwhile, the west of the site gets

morning sun and the east part of the site is influenced by afternoon sun.

Figure 4.18: Wind Direction of the Site

Figure 4.19: Sun Path over the Year for the Site
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Figure 4.20: Sun Path in a Day for the Site

According to plants analysis, here are 29 types of trees, most of them are easy to

maintain. However, these trees are randomly planted.

Figure 4.21: Plants Analysis of the Site

4.3.4 Evaluation of the site

According to the standard of designing a dementia-friendly outdoor environment, I find

that this place cannot be identified as a dementia-friendly public space.
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Firstly, the site does not have a safe atmosphere. It does not have a separated

driveway and a pedestrian environment. In addition, it does not design available ramp

handrails for people who have mobility barriers. Secondly, there are no design

elements suitable for people with dementia. Additionally, even though there are a

variety of plants, they have not been selected and managed attentively. Thus, they do

not contain any function for improving the wellbeing of people with dementia. In

addition, there is access to other facilities. However, the width of the pathway is not

suitable for people with dementia who need to use wheelchairs. Because of the

contour, the ramp is too steep which can be difficult for sufferers.

Figure 4 22: Challenges of the Site

4.4 Summary

From the site analysis, I analyse the site perspectives of current function,

infrastructure, connection and culture.

From the perspective of the function, currently the site can satisfy the needs for

parking cars and doing gardening activities. But it does not provide any services for

dementia sufferers. From the level of infrastructure, the site provides a car park in
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front of the building and access to the garden, as well as a playing facility. However,

these infrastructures are simple and cannot serve people with dementia. Additionally,

the site is well connected with other facilities by various pathways. However, some are

not suitable for people with motor function handicaps. There are no design features

which possibly represent the culture of Mairangi Bay or Auckland.

Figure 4.23: Function Analysis Figure 4.24: Infrastructure Analysis

Figure 4.25: Connection Analysis of the Site

Through studying the research methods, doing the literature review and site analysis,

I summarise the researching process. My goal is to design a dementia-friendly public
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place in Mairangi Arts Centre (MAC). The stakeholders here contain dementia

sufferers, citizens and people in MAC including students and the staff. Dementia

sufferers prefer to interact with nature and remember the past. They are curious about

new things and positively influenced by sensory stimulation. In addition, some

sufferers like quiet places and some prefer active areas. People with dementia are

confused by complex patterns. Sufferers need clear signage to guide them. In order to

satisfy their requirements, the design project will create design elements to show what

they experienced in the past and elements to attract animals, as well as design to

disseminate new knowledge. The project will also design suitable plants, signage,

different types of spaces and easily identified patterns. Citizens usually pass there to

other facilities. Thus, the project needs to create more suitable paths connecting other

facilities.There are senior and junior students in Mairangi Arts Centre. MAC usually

organises junior students to do gardening. Thus, the new design will leave some

spaces for them. It would be better if managers can enjoy scenery from the window.

Figure 4.26: the Flow Diagram of the Researching Process

 (Alzheimer's WA, n.d.)  (Marcus, C. C, 2005).

 (Best Alzheimer’s Products, n.d.)
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Chapter 5 Design Work

5.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the new plan for designing a dementia-friendly public outdoor

environment in Mairangi Arts Centre. This part begins from design concept, followed

by the Master Plan consisting of site overview, functional distribution and evaluation.

The last part of this chapter will be a summary of the design process.

5.2 Design Concept

5.2.1 Introduction

The design concept illustrates the ideas of improving the function, infrastructure,

culture and connection of the site and how the design project represents the culture.

Besides, I consider where I need to situate design elements. Finally, I make a diagram

to show how to combine these ideas.

5.2.2 Design Concept

Design concept can be defined as the idea about how to improve the current design

(Bradley, 2010). From site analysis in the last chapter, I will show the concept from the

perspectives of function, infrastructure, connection, view transmission and culture.

The design will include more functions (see Figure 5.1). Apart from space for parking

cars, the main function of the design is to improve the wellbeing of sufferers

experiencing dementia at alternative stages and to provide a safe atmosphere.

Additionally, the design will create opportunities for people with dementia to socialize

with other age groups.

Figure 5.2 shows that a dementia-friendly public space will provide suitable

infrastructure for sufferers experiencing dementia. From site analysis in the last
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chapter, the site has a flat car park in front of the main building and a steep

abandoned garden behind the building. To protect the ecology of the site, I hope to

maintain this green space and design it to become dementia-friendly. There is a fact

that dementia has various stages and people have different requirements. For

example, sufferers at early stage seldom lose moving capabilities, this abandoned

garden is possibly not a barrier for this group. Thus, the site will be distinguished into

different parts: the green space is welcoming for people at early stage and the flat car

park is suitable for people at mid or last stage. To include the needs of people at

Mairangi Arts Centre, the design will leave a place for junior students to do gardening,

what they do currently. Additionally, as the location of Mairangi Arts Centre is higher

than that of the tennis club, people have a broad vision when they stand upon the

slope. The design will use this feature and create opportunities to enjoy the scenery,

such as building a platform on the slope, so visitors can watch a tennis game

comfortably.

The project will design suitable pathways that are accessible for people with dementia

and wheelchair users, as well as connect to local facilities and residential houses (see

figure 5.3).

In order to improve the aesthetic and let students and the staff in the building see the

outdoor environment from the window, the new design will satisfy this need and create

attractive scenery in front of the window. Visitors also can see different landscape

while they are in action.

The current design does not have obvious design elements to represent the culture of

Mairangi Bay. The new design will create design features relating to the Maori name

of Mairangi Bay, which is Waipapa meaning “forest and sea”.
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Figure 5.1: New Function of the Design Figure 5.2: New Infrastructure of the

Design
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Figure 5.3: Connection of the Design

Figure 5.4: View Transmission Figure 5.5: Culture of the Design

5.2.3 Summary

According to the design ideas for the site, here is a diagram of the design concept. To

design a dementia-friendly outdoor space, the research project will include more

functions. The project will increase more suitable infrastructure while utilising and

reviewing current facilities, such as that shelter behind the building. I also consider the

accessible pathways the size of which not only can satisfy the requirement of

dementia and wheelchair users, but also can connect with the surrounding.

Meanwhile, the design will focus on expressing the culture of Mairangi Bay by design

elements. Recently, the site had a shelter made in wood for children in the garden.

The design concept also will consider what people can see when they are in a

different location, such as people in the building, people are walking. These design

concepts will be applied to my design.
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Figure 5.6: Design Concept

5.3 The Master Plan

5.3.1 Introduction

The part of The Master Plan includes three aspects: site overview, functional

distribution, evaluation and summary. Site overview will show the new plan. The

functional distribution will introduce how these design features improve dementia

sufferers’ inclusion, enjoyment and wellbeing. Then I will evaluate my research project

due to the standards of dementia-friendly outdoor environments. At the end of this

chapter, there is a summary of the project.
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5.3.2 Site Overview

There is the Plan Annotation for the project.

Figure 5.7: the Plan Annotation for the Site

This design project will provide facilities for three stakeholder groups within the

community - people with dementia, nearby residents and people in Mairangi Arts

Centre. The majority of the design elements are based on the requirements of

dementia sufferers. Based on an analysis of the stages of dementia, there is an early

stage, mid stage and last stage. Sufferers present with different symptoms at different

stages. Therefore, the project has considered how to meet the needs of people at

different stages. I found that the physical condition of people at early stage is not

significantly different from healthy people while people at mid and last stages need

more support. For example, there is no barrier for sufferers at early stage to walk on
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the slope. However, people at mid and last stages need a smoother ground. In my

design, the space is divided into two aspects according to the topography. The space

in front of the building is flat which will make it easy for all stages of dementia sufferers

to move across. People with early stage dementia exhibit poor memory, but the

physical ability of most is not much different from the general population. Therefore,

the neglected garden area at the back of the site, even with its steep contour, is

probably accessible for them.

As a public space in Mairangi Bay, the project also needs to consider how the site can

include the requirements of residents nearby. For older members of the community,

this project creates a new interactive place for them. These new facilities are universal

and can also improve their wellbeing and enjoyment through providing exercise

facilities and some recreational facilities. Design elements such as a gazebo, seating

and table, provide an opportunity for them to interact with old friends and meet new

friends. For adults, it is an ordinary public space where they can carry out daily

activities, like resting, walking or gathering. Plus, the design provides recreational

facilities for children.

The site belongs to Mairangi Arts Centre, so the project should include the needs of

people working and studying here. During the design progress, I consider the design

in front of window so that the staff can see the scenery from the window. For junior

students who have gardening activities, I save some spaces for them in the garden

behind the building. Senior students could enjoy facilities while the staff can host an

outdoor tea party for them, which they usually do in the building.
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Figure 5.8: Inclusion

The design project is inspired by the Maori name of Mairangi Bay, which is “Waipapa”

meaning “forest and sea”. Therefore, I have added the elements of forest and sea into

my design. The garden facing the entrance represents “sea” and the garden behind

the building expresses “forest”. I chose shell, fish and wave to represent “sea” and

applied them into my design. For example, the sculpture “Leap Out” imitates the

shape of a fish skeleton. The sign at the entrance of the Creation Zone is made of wire

and shells in the shape of a wave. The signage leading to the gazebo is made of

stone in the shape of a wave. The direction signs made of wood in the two car parks

next to Maitangi Bay Park are in the shape of fish. Meanwhile, the brick ground plane

has inlay patterns of swimming fish.

The idea of “forest” is to strengthen the connection between people and nature. Thus,

in the garden behind the building, I have created design features that can provide
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opportunities for visitors to enjoy the beauty of nature. For example, various plants

and bird feeders hanging on the trees attract birds and butterflies. People can enjoy

planting in the raised bed. The design of tables and chairs are also related to the

design idea, such as tables and chairs like tree roots.

Figure 5.9: Design Inspiration

Additionally, considering about view transmission, I arrange these design elements to

maximise views into the site and out from the site. Thus, visitors can see the scenery

when they move.
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Figure 5.10: View Transmission

This is the overview for the project. I will explain every design feature in detail at

“Functional Distribution”.

5.3.3 Functional Distribution

This research project aims to improve inclusion, enjoyment and wellbeing. Therefore,

the functions are distributed from these three levels. In this part, I will classify all

design elements due to the main function of them.

5.3.2.1 Inclusion

“Inclusion” means that the design can meet the needs of other groups beyond the

target community.

People with dementia need a safe atmosphere and a pavement which is convenient

for two wheelchairs to pass. In addition, for the senior students visiting MAC it would

be better if the pavement directly guided them to the Arts Centre building. Car park is

an essential requirement for the staff and students who need to drive here. Accessible

pathways connecting surroundings are necessary as most dementia-sufferers have
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mobility issues. The site would also benefit from some facilities for other age groups

like children. Thus, in order to develop the inclusivity of the design project, I have

designed a car park, the pavement to the building, accessible boardwalk, pathways to

other facilities, plus playing facilities for children.

In the design project, the new car park will be located to the east of the entrance,

which is the existing car park. To leave enough space for the road, my design expands

the width of the current road by building a platform. This car park contains eight car

park bays and there is a gap with 1m between two bays which is designed for

wheelchair users. According to Auckland Transport Code of Practice, when the

parking angle is 600, the depth of parking spaces is between 4.2-5.2m and the

maneuvering space is between 3.3-4.1m (Auckland Transport, 2013). The new car

park has enough distance for vehicles entering or exiting parking bays as the total

width of car park is 10m. The car park is separated with pavement which creates a

safe pedestrian environment.

Figure 5.11: Size of Car Park Bay (Auckland Transport, 2013)
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Figure 5.12: Section B-B

Figure 5.13: the New Car Park

Until now, there has been no clear pavement for pedestrians. Due to the needs of

wheelchair users, the road should be over 2m wide (Sensory Trust, n.d.). To satisfy

this requirement, I expanded the width by moving the trees on the side of the road and

flattening the contour. This new pavement will connect the entrance and Mairangi Arts

Centre. When visitors are walking on the pavement, there is a row of pergolas on the

left and feature wall on their right. The history of Mairangi Bay is displayed on the wall.
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Figure 5.14: Section A-A

Figure 5.15: the Main Road

Because the contour of the pathway connecting the building and Mairangi Park is too

steep as an access for people with dementia, it is necessary to create a suitable

pathway for sufferers. At present the ramp is 1:4, but the ramp for seniors, dementia

and wheelchair users is from 1:15 to 1:20 (Sensory Trust, n.d.). It means that the
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distance from the starting point to the end point needs to be extended to more than

60m. I therefore designed a boardwalk here and its size is shown below (see Figure

5.13). This boardwalk can cross the terrain and connect Mairangi Arts Centre with

Mairangi Bay Park and the Tennis Club. There is no barrier to adjoining facilities for

people with dementia or those with mobility problems. This boardwalk would also be

suitable for other users.

Figure 5.16: Boardwalk

In order to connect other nearby facilities, the two pathways leading to the volleyball

centre and tennis club have been expanded to 2m, and are accessible for wheelchair

users. Additionally, signage and the ground pattern guide sufferers and help them

identify the direction.
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Figure 5.17: Pathways to Volleyball Centre and Tennis Club

Play facilities for children are built on the platform. One is a hopscotch painted on the

platform. Another activity combines a hut, wooden climbing frame, slide and sandpit.

The side of the hut on the platform has a hole and there is a rope net under the hole.

Children can climb through the hole and onto the wooden frame. The climbing frame

is covered with a rope net which can protect them from falling down. The base of

climbing frame comes from the framework currently in the garden. The sandpit is

surrounded by timber sleepers. There is a small space filled by sawdust in the joint of

the sandpit and the slide. Children slide down the slide into the soft sawdust, then

they can play sand at the bottom.

Figure 5.18: Recreational Facility

5.3.2.2 Enjoyment

“Enjoyment” indicates pleasure and my intention is that visitors will enjoy the creative

design features in this garden. People will enjoy interacting with their old friends and

meet new friends through the provision of a gazebo and seating. Visitors can draw on

the blackboard in the Creation Zone and hear the sound of water falling into the pond.

The area of the garden behind the building brings people closer to nature. They can

also enjoy watching a tennis game from the platform (being played in the tennis courts
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below).

When visitors walk in the entrance of the garden, the crossing on their left will guide

them to the gazebo. The gazebo is surrounded by colourful plants and shades out the

hot afternoon sun. Additionally, the gazebo has table and chairs, people can sit here

to take a rest or meet with their friends there.

Figure 5.19: Gazebo

There is a table and benches provided right outside the Mairangi Arts Centre, facing

the feature waterfall. This area is quiet so sufferers can rest and enjoy private time.

The shape of the bench arms imitates the waves of the sea.

Figure 5.20: Seating
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The Creation Zone is located on the right of the entrance to the garden. The existing

topography of this area is a 3m-high slope. I have flattened the topography and built a

3.25m-high stone retaining wall. There is a blackboard inlayed in the wall where

people can draw whatever they like. There are several chairs with curved arms to

assist seniors and dementia-sufferers in standing up easily. The ground has a fish and

wave pattern, in keeping with the nautical theme of this area of the garden.

Figure 5.21: Section C-C

Figure 5.22: Creation Zone
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Next to the Creation Zone there is a feature waterfall and a bridge. The water falls

from the stone wall and people can watch the fish here and cross over the bridge.

Figure 5.23: Feature Waterfall

The cantilevered platform overlooking the tennis courts has two swing chairs and two

deck chairs. The deck chairs are separated into two parts. On one side, people can lie.

On the other side, people can sit and stand up easily with the support of a handrail.

The swing chairs have wave-shaped canopies for shade.

Figure 5.24: section D-D
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Figure 5.25: Platform

The sculpture “Leap Out” will be situated where there are existing stone steps (which

will be removed). I was inspired by the shape of fish leaping out the sea and wind

chimes, as well as Chinese chimes. The different sized chimes create different

sounds. This sculpture is a metal instrument with the shape of a fish. People can

touch it to create sound. Meanwhile, wind here is strong which also can create sounds.

The students and the centre staff can enjoy the sight and sound of it from inside the

arts centre building, through a window.
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Figure 5.26: Section E-E

Figure 5.27: Leap Out

The neglected garden area behind the building is being retained and modified into the

Touch nature Zone for sitting and contemplation with new planting and facilities to

attract birds, such as bird feeders hanging in the trees. Seating will be installed, eg

tree stumps, a swing chair, and other chairs with variable leg heights due to the

sloping contour. Visitors here can enjoy the relaxing time as they can listen to the

song of birds, smell the flowers, sit in the hanging chair while reading a book or

listening to music.
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Figure 5.28: Touch Nature Zone

5.3.2.3 Wellbeing

“Wellbeing” implies design features that increase the health of visitors, both physical

and psychological health. In my project, visitors can do exercise and there are a

couple of design elements to stimulate the five senses.

There is an Exercise Zone on the platform facing the tennis club. Dementia sufferers

can use these exercise facilities which are especially designed for dementia. There is

also an instrument for them to create music. People can also do other activities, such

as yoga or calligraphy in this area.
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Figure 5.29: Exercise Zone

The fitness equipment is very important since for most people with dementia,

“immobility for a long time” is a common feature of their lives. However, prolonged

inactivity can lead to muscle rigidity, which is not beneficial for the remission of the

disease. Meanwhile, they have difficulty using equipment at high intensity. Therefore,

simple actions and equipment are suitable for them and can improve their physical

health. Fitness equipment for seniors and people with dementia has been designed

(PlaygroundNZ, 2020) and I chose my pieces from this collection. In the exercise

zone there are four types of exercise equipments. The facility on the left is dedicated

to improving the balance of sufferers. The second piece strengthens upper body

muscles. The third piece is made up of stones inlaid on the ground plane as a foot

massage, with handrails for balance. From the perspective of traditional Chinese

medicine, the most important acupoints in the body are at the soles of the feet. The

stimulation of the acupoints such as through acupuncture and massage, can help the

blood circulation of the body. The handrails or bars can increase the flexibility of the
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body. The final piece of equipment focuses on strengthening muscles throughout the

body.

Figure 5.30: Design Elements for Improving Physical Health

In front of the sculpture “Leap Out” is a raised bed with five levels. In the existing

design this area is a set of stone steps, 2.15m away from the building. In order for

plants enjoy more daylight, I have moved this area back more than 2m and created

raised vegetable beds. The first level of raised bed is designed for wheelchair users. A

number of researchers have indicated that the space behind the raised bed needs to

be 0.72m high to accommodate the wheel and arm of wheelchair. The width of raised

beds should be between 0.20m to 0.25m which is the distance between a human

resting hand on the arm rest and a person putting a hand forward (United Nations,

2003). The container is 0.87m high with spaces behind raised bed being 0.72m high

and the raised bed being 0.15m high. The other four raised beds are designed for

people with greater mobility. The container is 1m high, which is suitable for people

standing (Thrive, n.d.). Handrails are essential to help people get up the stairs safely.

In order to facilitate people's access, I have designed movable handrails. In the

middle of each container, there is a column with grooves. One of the two adjacent

containers has a wooden stick through which the handrail can be moved up and down.

When people want to go into the garden they can reset the handrail and climb the

stairs easily with the support of the handrail.
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Figure 5.31: Size of Raised Bed (Pinterest, n.d.)

Figure 5.32: Raised Bed

Different types of plants can produce beneficial stimuli to stimulate four senses

containing sight, taste, touch and smell. I selected brightly colored flowering plants to

create a colorful visual experience. Some plants can give off fragrance and plants of

different textures give people different tactile sensations. Meanwhile, visitors can pick

fruits and vegetables here. The plants chosen create a seasonal landscape.
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Figure 5.33: Plants for Stimulating Sight

Figure 5.34: Plants for Stimulating Smell
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Figure 5.35: Plants for Stimulating Touch

Figure 5.36: Plants for Stimulating Taste

In order to stimulate hearing, I have designed various facilities to create sound. The

bird feeder attracts birds then people will enjoy birdsong. The feature waterfall creates

the sound of running water. People can create music by kicking a metalphone

instrument. The sculpture “leap out” also can create music by kicking.

Figure 5.37: Design Elements for Stimulating Hearing
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Art therapy has a positive impact on treating dementia. Art therapy is a method to

rebuild the confidence and enjoyment by arts (Dailycaring, 2020). Dementia sufferers

often feel upset and may feel they are isolated from society. When they engage in art

activities, they have a way to express emotions. Some dementia sufferers also

expressed that they gained creativity and even revive some memories (Sackett, 2018).

The project concentrates on creating some meaningful activities they can do outdoor.

As I know that dementia sufferers prefer drawing, card games and puzzle (Mullaney,

2018), thus, in my design, they can draw whatever they like in Creation Zone, and

also play games that activate their brains, such as puzzles. There are three outdoor

puzzles, the patterns come from famous paintings in New Zealand. Every puzzle has

two slides with the higher part for adults and lower part for children. Each piece of the

puzzle has grooves at the back so that they fit into a metal frame.

Figure 5.38: Puzzles

Additionally, the Touch Nature Zone encourages visitors to interact with animals,

which can be defined as “Animal-Assisted Therapy (AAT)” (Verywell health, 2020).
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Bird feeders attract birds and some plants attract beneficial insects. People also can

feed goldfish in feature waterfall. Through interacting with animals, people can reduce

depression and loneliness.

5.3.4 Evaluation of the Design Project by FLDACS

As I introduced in Chapter 2, Burton, Mitchell and Shibu (2004) have proposed a

series of characteristics that are important within dementia-friendly outdoor

environments. These are: familiar, legible, distinctive, accessible, comfortable and

safe, abbreviated as FLDACS. I will evaluate my design project using these

characteristics.

Familiar

Dementia sufferers can panic when confronted with a new or strange outdoor

environment. Some “familiar design” (ie something they have seen or used before),

can help them get used to the new environment. In my design project, I used the

history of Mairangi Bay and Auckland as pictures on the landscape wall as my familiar

element. When people walk into the garden from the entrance, they can remember

the development of Mairangi Bay and Auckland which they may have been part of.

Legible

For people with dementia, signage is an important factor as most of them have a

reduced memory. Sufferers need signage to guide direction. My design includes

plenty of signage positioned at every fork of the path and this is themed. For instance,

the entrance of the Creation Zone has been designed into the shape of the wave

made of shells. At the entrance of the exercise zone, the ground pattern is two

swimming fish, which indicates that it is another place in the garden.

Distinctive

To achieve the standard, there should be a variety of spaces, each with a distinct
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design functionality. For example the car park, two small gardens for people at

different stages of dementia and a playground for children. Additionally, the garden in

front of the building is divided into two areas with active areas and passive areas

because sufferers experiencing dementia need quiet space to enjoy private time and

active space to interact with others. The Exercise Zone and the Creation Zone can be

defined as active areas while the seating next to the building and gazebo are passive

areas. Meanwhile, different materials can be used to distinguish spaces. At the

entrance of Mairangi Arts Centre, one path which is painted yellow connects the

sidewalk alongside the street to the main entrance pathway into the Mairangi Arts

Centre. The material of the car park and main pavement are different. Research (Best

Alzheimer’s Products, n.d.) shows that people with dementia will regard the joints of

different materials or colors as boundaries, which they think is dangerous for them. I

therefore applied the characteristic to help sufferers find the correct direction. Using

different materials can help them identify different spaces and know where is safe.

Accessible

The size of elements is designed according to ergonomics and spaces are well

connected within the site and also between the site and other local facilities. For

example, the width of the main pavement and lesser pathways to the tennis club and

volleyball centre are 2m, which is wide enough to contain two wheelchair users. The

width of car park is 10m which allows vehicles to enter and move out. The open space

between the raised beds and the building allows wheelchair users to move in and out.

Additionally, the boardwalk creates new access for sufferers with dementia and those

who have motoring problems so that they can go to other places easily.

Comfortable

This project tries to create a comfortable atmosphere. Various chairs are designed to

make sufferers comfortable. For example, the chairs with arms can support people to

stand up easily. Swings and wooden chairs in the back garden have been changed to

make sure people can sit comfortably.
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Safe

In my design, the garden is surrounded by plants, which produces a natural boundary.

Most of facilities have railings or handrails, such as platform and boardwalk
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k.
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Figure 5.39: the Evaluation for the Design
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Figure 5.40: the Evaluation of Accessibility

5.4 Summary

This chapter describes the design concept and introduces this project. The design

project designs a dementia-friendly outdoor environment by improving the

infrastructure and functions, as well as enhancing the relationship with local facilities.

It would be better if the design could present the culture of Mairangi Bay and consider

the view transmission when people are moving. These design ideas will be achieved

at the design process. This project considers the requirements of sufferers

experiencing dementia, citizens and people in Mairangi Arts Centre. The project is

inspired by the Maori name of Mairangi Bay- “Waipapa”, meaning “forest and sea”.

Thus, the design features are designed as wave, fish and shell and the garden plants

a variety of trees. These design features also are situated on the basis of the view

transmission. The functions of design will be expressed on 3 fields: inclusion,

enjoyment and wellbeing. In the previous description, I classified all design features in

terms of their main functions, but every design element not only has one function.

Therefore, in order to visually see all the functions they have, I made a graph.

Design Features Inclusion Enjoyment Wellbeing

Car park parking

Pavement to the

building

safe pedestrian

environment

pergolas and

history

boardwalk for dementia

Paths to local

facilities

senior students

Play facilities kids games

Gazebo socialization  socialization,
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private

Seating  socialization  socialization,

private

Creation Zone  socialization art therapy

Feature Waterfall fees goldfish hearing

Platform tennis games

Leap Out music hearing

Touch Nature Zone relaxing time animal therapy,

Exercise Zone  socialization physical health

Raised Bed gardening horticultural

thrapy

plants nature  taste, touch,

sight, smell

Puzzle kids and

dementia

games art therapy

Graph 5.1: the Summary of the Design Project
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Chapter 6 Conclusion and Reflection

6.1 Conclusion

My conclusion includes two aspects: a conclusion of research process and a

conclusion of the design.

The research question asks “How can public spaces be designed to be friendly for

relatively high-functioning dementia sufferers?”

The research outcome is a design for public space, informed both by literature and

relevant case studies. This information has been folded into a research by design

process, with the aim of creating a place that improves the wellbeing of the growing

number of dementia sufferers, as well as being inclusive of others. The rationale for

this research project is that Auckland, the most populous city in New Zealand, has a

growing aging population, which will result in increased rates of dementia since

dementia has a strong relationship with aging. However, the current public spaces of

Auckland largely do not consider the needs of sufferers with dementia. Although

dementia cannot be treated by physiotherapy, many doctors and researchers

recommend that outdoor activities and natural landscapes are helpful to moderate the

deterioration of dementia and improve the wellbeing of people. Therefore, it is

important to design suitable public spaces for people with dementia.

The project commenced with a literature review to collect and interpret the

characteristics of dementia and seek relevant case study examples. People with

dementia can show a rapid decline in memory and may suffer from mobility issues

and psychological disorders such as anxiety. To understand how other designers

design and how they can help sufferers with these complications, I collected cases

from dementia-friendly care villages, dementia-friendly public gardens, therapeutic

outdoor spaces, and inclusive parks, then extracted available information and
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summarised design principles.

I selected the grounds of the Mairangi Arts Centre (MAC) as my site following my

comparison of ageing populations in different local boards in Auckland. After selecting

my research design site I found it is useful to modify two methods discovered during

my literature review in determining the needs of my stakeholders, the participatory

design method and qualitative research method. These helped me understand what

the community needs were and what I wanted to achieve. In this project, in addition to

considering the needs of sufferers experiencing dementia, the requirements of

residents, students and the staff of the arts centre also needed to be considered. Thus,

apart from creating design elements for sufferers, the design also needed to design a

landscape for students and staff.

Figure 6.1 shows the resulting diagram of my research by design process. Through

incorporating these approaches, I found that applying inclusive design and

therapeutic landscape principles and practices was useful in meeting my aim to

achieve my target that aims to improve the inclusion, enjoyment, and wellbeing of

dementia sufferers by designing welcoming public spaces for them. Auckland Council

has declared that it wants to create no barrier environments for currently marginalised

groups within the community such as children, disabled and the elderly.
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Figure 6.1: Diagram of Research Process

I will now evaluate my design through the standard of what I have determined a

dementia-friendly public environment to be as a result of my literature review and

analysis of case studies. My design focuses on improving the physical and

psychological health of dementia sufferers through encouraging beneficial outdoor

activities, as well as providing an opportunity to interact with other stakeholders. For

example, the fitness equipment can help them improve their physical health, and

people can meet new friends and play with their grandchildren here, which can

remediate mental issues like loneliness. In addition, sensory stimulation, art therapy,

animal therapy and horticultural therapy can improve the wellbeing of sufferers.

Therefore, I have chosen suitable plants to stimulate sight, taste, touch and smell. I

have also designed sound instruments and water features to stimulate sensory

experiences of hearing and touch. Additionally, in my dementia-friendly garden,

people can draw on the blackboard and play puzzles. Research suggests that other

living organisms can be a strong stimulus and attractant for dementia sufferers so I

have included goldfish and bird-feeding activities. In addition, raised beds provide an
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opportunity to do gardening. Physical health is important for everyone, especially

those with limited independent capability, so exercise facilities are safe and gentle and

are positioned to provide social interaction and a nice view over the children’s

playground and tennis courts beyond.

I was inspired by the Māori meaning of Mairangi – forest and sea. Therefore, my

design features reference this through elements within the gardenesque space such

as wave and fish. Seating, surrounded by colourful plants, is intended to bring nature

close to people and follows through my intention of creating an intimate and

garden-like setting in order to make it a more welcoming and friendly, and to trigger

possible positive memories of gardens and beaches from dementia-sufferers pasts.

The garden offers private spaces and spaces for mixing and socialising. Very

importantly there is clear signage to guide wayfinding and strong connections to other

local amenities such as the arts centre building itself, local tennis courts and

sportfields.

Additionally, my design is inclusive of other stakeholders, not only those with

dementia. For example I have created play areas and elements for children.

Therefore, dementia sufferers have the opportunity to watch their grandchildren play

or enjoy the antics of other children, since this is known to be enjoyable and engaging

for them.
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Figure 6.2: the Design Idea

6.2 Reflection

6.2.1 Reflection on the Value of the Design Outcome

This project has a potential positive impact on the quality of life of other citizens and

on the development of the city. The concept of designing for dementia may also be

relevant to other sectors of the community with mental health issues. Dementia is a

syndrome which has an interrelationship with mental diseases such as anxiety,

delusion, agitation, loneliness and depression.

I predict that the design approaches of

treating these mental diseases are similar.

Thus, this design is beneficial for people

experiencing dementia and satisfies the

needs of people faced with various mental

health issues (see Figure 6.3).
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Figure 6.3: Relationship between Dementia and Other Mental Health Issues

This design could improve the quality of life of senior citizens in general. While people

with dementia will enjoy the welcoming design created, it also raises awareness

among other groups. For example, schools in Mairangi Bay and adjoining suburbs

(see Figure 6.4) could visit and learn about caring for people with dementia, since this

disease will affect many grandparents. Medical centres can hold recreational and

interactive activities for patients with dementia and their family members. During this

process, people with dementia could be understood and accepted by other age

groups, as well as enjoying more social services. Other suburbs could also create

similar public spaces.

Figure 6.4: Location of Other Related Facilities to MAC

Additionally, the findings of the project could affect society’s development. There is a

relationship between individual, family and society. Individuals are part of a family, and

family can be regarded as a unit of society. If every family could create higher

productivity, society’s productivity and finances will improve. However, the ability of

each family member is different. People with a lower ability, such as children and the

elderly, need to be protected. If an individual needs large amounts of energy and time

to take care of, other family members will pay more attention to them rather than focus

on creating the productivity. This phenomenon could result in decreased societal
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finance and society instability. Instead, if society supports them such as offering

corresponding free services and infrastructure, the financial pressure on a family will

reduce and family members will put time and energy into improving productivity.

Society’s productivity and stability also increases during the process. That is one of

the reasons why most cities emphasise providing more facilities and services for

children and older citizens. My design project concentrates on creating a welcoming

public environment for a marginalised group - dementia sufferers. If the group and

their family benefit from this project, society will also be positively improved.

Figure 6-5: Design Project Reflection

6.2.2 Reflection on the site challenges and design limitations

However, this process also has some limitations. My declared outcome was to design

a public place, but although owned by Auckland Council, this site is managed by

Mairangi Arts Centre. Therefore, it is less public than a park, which means that some

features may not be able to be extrapolated to another site. For example, raised

vegetable garden beds are difficult to achieve in more public spaces such as a large

park. To a degree, this choice was deliberate since I wanted to create a more intimate

space as a sanctuary for dementia sufferers. However, it meant I had to contend with

a lot more challenges. The entrance is narrow, which make it difficult to design

separate spaces for pedestrians and vehicles. The topography of then site is too

steep to be suitable for the elderly, so I needed to think about how to create suitable
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passageways.

This design was also driven by a focus on literature and online examples and

information rather than collecting real data about dementia sufferers in Auckland.

Therefore, the information I have used for this project is incomplete due to limitations

of my time and resources.

6.2.3 Reflection on the research question

The research question asks “How can public spaces be designed to be friendly for

relatively highly-functioning dementia sufferers?” In answering this, my project has

emphasised the reality of mixed use and the importance of inclusive design. In

contrast, while many of my case studies and much of the literature I found focused

on including experiences and suitable plants to stimulate five senses, they have

tended to create separated spaces for children and sufferers, with only a small

number of examples even mentioning the importance of creating interest and

fostering inclusion. My design includes all the common recommendations of sensory

stimulation, good wayfinding and a circular pathway system to engender security and

confidence and combines these with more interactive facilities to strengthen the

connection between sufferers and their friends, family members and the wider public,

to build awareness of this disease that steals meaning and functionality from people’s

lives. The design I have created, and the principles behind it, could be translated into

other public spaces to create a network of facilities that consider and respect the

challenges faced by many as memory fails and confusion enters. The ageing

population with health issues running alongside is a first-world challenge, and

Auckland, as the biggest city in New Zealand, should lead the way in concentrating on

the needs of this demographic. The series of design principles I have distilled in

answering this research question could be applied to the building of public community

infrastructure such as parks, outdoor environments, libraries and arts centres.
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